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External data represents a diverse range of performance indicators discoverable in any market
or vertical; today, it must be part of the business
decision-making equation. With the right tools, an
external-internal data overlay drives a range of

THE
DEMOCRATIZATION
OF DATA

advantages:
According to expert estimates, data scientists spend

• Actionable, real-time insights

80% of their times simply preparing internal and

• Better competitive analyses

amounts of data was once limited only to programmers

• Overlaid internal data (e.g. consumer purchases) with external
factors (e.g. consumer traffic
patterns)

democratizing processes and access to real-time data.

• Improved financial decisions,
forecasts, and predictions

external data for overlay analysis. Managing large
and data scientists. But now, online platforms are

In any industry, internal data models will predict the
future actions of customers; but they may not predict
the actions of competitors. Companies in any industry
can embrace external data analytics to see beyond and
get ahead of the competition. By democratizing data,
they can allow even small teams, non-technical
personnel, and critical decision makers to study and
act upon data in real time:

Today, most economic activity happens online. When
businesses hire employees, interact with customers,

Introduction

and move products, they leave their economic finger-

• Business Analysts are turning

prints in the digital realm. This creates data trails that

to external data to make strategic

can be leveraged for deep insights and better strategic
movements.
As an example, a leading U.S. department store chain
engages in annual discount cycles, which can be
studied by competitors as external data. Competitors

decisions and generate actionable
insights.
• Fundamental Investors are using
alternative data to dive deeply

In the wake of the Big Data revolution, companies

existing internal data to discover, measure, and

leveraging that data can price and merchandise in a

have adopted internal data processing systems

formulate key performance indicators and act

strategic way to counter the department store chain’s

into corporate performance and

for rapid prototyping and deployment of machine

upon business opportunities in real time, far

cycles. With more contextual data—product types,

learning models for customer facing products.

exceeding past industry standards. For example:

industry trends.

categories, timing, and other retailers’ discounting

Now, companies can overlay external data on

Walmart,the world’s largest retailer, processes about 2.5 petabytes of
data every hour using multiple external and internal variables. This
gives the company a tremendous strategic advantage when solving business issues that most companies would require weeks to properly analyze.
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behavior—companies can scale to compete in addi-

• Quantitative Investors are

tional market segments.

discovering differentiated

In the following section, we discuss how data scien-

alpha-generating trading algo-

tists can improve the ways they manage external data.

rithms.

We introduce leading external data methods and the
datasets this report uses to define them as well.
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Leading companies are seeking out SaaS solutions that

This report identifies leading external data methods

offer API access to clean, organized, real-time data,

using the following datasets:

regardless of their own in-house programming capabilities. When everyday users can access and integrate
new data sources, any data-driven organization can
transform its business intelligence model.

ABOUT
THE REPORT
As economic activity continues to migrate online,
external data becomes the new source of real-time

• Mapping store locations for
shared economy footprints
• Retail product pricing in
ecommerce
• Distribution footprints that
uncover new markets
• Job listings analysis for CPG
strategy and competitor strategy
screening

actionable insights. In this report, we show how leading
companies are using external data in overlay analyses
to generate new business opportunities.
Industry-leading companies already use external data
for lead generation, business intelligence, and new
market expansion. As we will find, the wide variety of
external data available provides limitless,
actionable information about key markets.
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at the same pace is critical to optimizing growth

competitors that are active in those shared environ-

strategies. To use external data successfully as they

ments, maximizing opportunities for market growth.

grow into new markets—to visualize competitors’
shared economy footprints—companies need a
pipeline for real-time information within those
environments. With the right tools, they can access
external insights and achieve new, competitive assets

partnering with competitors in specific geographic
locations. Analysts can adjust their view of external data
based on factors such as consumer demographics and

and abilities— including lead generation.

levels of competition as well.

Following competitors’ footsteps and map their growth

The following use case demonstrates how a leading food

in real time is one of the most valuable abilities for
strategic finance and development. Data trails
help internal teams analyze the digital footsteps of

External Data and
Its Application for
Shared Economy
Business
Intelligence

Data analysts can also identify which vendors are

delivery company accelerated their lead gen strategy
by mapping the restaurants and supplier locations of
their competitors.

USE CASE
Lead Generation: Mapping store locations for shared economy footprints
Dataset: Store locations for food delivery services - Grubhub and Caviar
Thinknum tracks economic activity in real time, covering 500,000 companies worldwide, and turns fragmented
data into actionable insights. These include patterns and tendencies companies can track over time and trends
companies can see before their competitors. That’s because Thinknum takes fragmented data from multiple
sources, cleans it, processes it, and organizes it within an easy-to-use software portal.
A new food service delivery company, for example, used Thinknum’s data to map which otherwise disparate
restaurants were partnering with its competitors. The startup used an external data index from Thinknum to
generate qualified leads by mapping these restaurants, giving them competitive insights in key geographical markets.

Today, shared economy platforms—Uber and Airbnb

companies use those data trails to build business

being two of the most popular—facilitate over $35.5

intelligence models and get ahead of the competition.

billion4 in transactions. As these companies grow and
expand, they leave behind data trails which are
indicators of industry trends and strategies. Leading
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In the shared economy, available prices and locations
are changing in real time. Tracking competitors’ data

External geographical data index from Thinknum. The startup generated
a competitive lead gen strategy deriving insights from restaurants mapping,
targeting restaurants with whom their competitors have existing partnerships.
© 2018 Thinknum, Inc. | www.thinknum.com | info@thinknum.com
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USE CASE
Lead Generation: Mapping store locations for shared economy footprints
Dataset: Store locations for food delivery services - Grubhub and Caviar
The data from Thinknum generated qualified leads for
the food service delivery start-up. The ability to
analyze the activities of competitors and map their
growth in real-time also provided the company with
insights that informed its own strategic development,
financing, hiring, and marketing decisions.

The next use case demonstrates how analysts access real-time data on publicly traded companies. This provides
decision makers with key insights that are otherwise out of their reach.
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USE CASE

Tracking
competitors’ market
expansion using
job listing data

Access to information on more than 7,000 publicly traded companies
globally. Users simply enter in the company name or ticker symbol to initiate
a search.
External data visualization provides a competitive edge. Thinknum helps
companies visua hiring for Siri-related jobs, providing one of many layers of
external data for competitive analyses.

Dataset: Apple job listings per category

Dataset: Apple job listings per category
Thinknum users have access to information on more

In 2018, Apple scaled job openings as part of their Siri

than 7,000 publicly traded companies from around the

initiative, reaching 161 job listings posted in a single

world. Entering “AAPL,” for example, provides access

day—a jump of 24% in just over one month. The spike

to more than a dozen Apple-related datasets, ranging

was due in part to their new headquarters in the Santa

from bestselling products and Facebook followers to

Clara Valley, but also increased scrutiny over Siri’s“

government contracts and job listings. Drilling down on

lagging intelligence, especially when compared to her

“job listings” provides real-time data on what positions

competitors at Amazon (Alexa) and Google (Google

Apple is currently trying to fill.

Assistant).”
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Dataset: Apple job listings per category
By accessing real-time data on publicly traded
companies, analysts no longer have to wait for quarterly
reports for information recapping activity. Thinknum
indexes data trails in one platform, providing company
decision-makers and investors with the ability to
analyze data for unique insights that would otherwise
be impossible to formulate.
As we will find, external data also helps companies
avoid risk, reduce time-to-market, and optimize
distribution. The next section discusses how CPG
companies accomplish these goals, visualizing any
business scenarios they define.
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USE CASE
Mapping competitive distributor footprints of e-vaping companies
Dataset: Distributor footprints of e-vaping companies
One leading e-vaping company used data from Thinknum to follow distributor footprints in new overseas
markets, such as France. By analyzing how competitors use international distribution channels, the company was
able to expand five-times faster than the industry average.
In addition to raw data, Thinknum enables users to visualize any scenario they define. For example, the e-vaping
company could display a map of the world showing its primary competitors. That map could then be modified, for
instance, to drill down to competitors in a single country or even a single city.

Track distributors in potential new markets around the world.

External Data
Transforming
Business
Intelligence for
CPG Companies
In fast-paced consumer packaged goods (CPG)

International distribution and new market expansion

markets, real-time external data can drive unprec-

are high-risk operations for CPG companies. Finding

edented insights and competitive value. CPG

suitable product distribution channels and the right

companies can reduce time to market by tracking

markets is also time consuming. Accessing actionable

distributors’ footprints and optimize product pricing by

insights about a foreign market significantly reduces time

tracking competitors’ product discounts.

to market and empowers both national and regional

In this example, Thinknum data is filtered to show the distribution of the e-vaping
company’s competitors in the continental U.S.
By analyzing how competitors were using international distribution channels, the
company was able to expand faster than the industry average.

sales strategies.
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“Only about one-third of existing firms consider external data as
important to their business strategy. Even fewer (only 15%) consider
unstructured external data [as important]. But a closer look at the
data suggests that they really should. Higher growth companies are
more likely to see external data as important to their overall business
strategy – including using data-driven services to engage customers
and improve the customer experience.”
Jennifer Belissent, Ph.D., Principal Analyst at Forrester

Filtering external data and extracting what you’re
looking for is rarely simple. External data needs to
flow in from SaaS solutions that offer an “always-on”
API pipeline.
Thinknum, for example, is the first centralized index of
external data to provide actionable insights in real time.
As leading companies streamline their data processes
through its single portal, Thinknum has become a new
standard for business intelligence.

Conclusion:
A New Competitive
Intelligence
External data is the next evolutionary step in Big Data,
providing untapped opportunities within both existing
and emerging markets. Forward-thinking leaders have
discovered that external data informs their deci-
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Use Thinknum to discover untapped
opportunities for your business,
including new markets, strategies,
and product opportunities.
Request a free demo now.

sion-making with competitive insights unachievable via
mainstream data analytics. Forrester acknowledges its
growing importance to business strategy:
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